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Optimize Floor Space, Increase Efficiency and Protect Inventory by Storing Vertically

 
Hänel vertical storage units can increase efficiency, reduce errors and optimize floor space in your warehouse and
distribution facility. That includes offering future-oriented solutions for storage in air-controlled environments. Using
an electrification function, these applications enable cold boxes to be put into storage and supplied with power
while inside the lift. They use an automatically closing door and a high-speed door to ensure efficacy of the climate
chamber. These products can be used for storage solutions in extremely cold temperatures as low as -80°C/–
112°F.
 
The system is ideal for storing sensitive parts used in the electronics industry and in medical technology and other
temperature-controlled environments. For products that require storage in an antistatic, air-controlled ESD-
protected environment, Hänel’s ClimateStore®, DryStore® or CleanStore can be incorporated into the Hänel
system.

Hänel  Pick & Put Case Study Hänel  Distribution Case Study  How can Kraftwerks help?

 
Create Space Within Existing Space by Building Upwards

 
Building upward can eliminate the need to renovate or relocate — all of which are expensive, time consuming and
interrupt the flow of business. Adding a structural steel single or multi-level mezzanine will optimize existing floor
space. Mezzanines are freestanding and modular — that means components can be moved and will easily adapt
to growth and the evolving needs of your organization. And since the mezzanine will not extend across the full area
of your space and will utilize the same ceiling as the space below, you can continue using the same heating and
cooling system. Ask us how building upward with a mezzanine can augment space in your facility.

    Cogan Video   See how Kraftwerks can help

 
Pallet Racking Solutions

 
Versatile and customizable, Konstant® pallet rack solutions are well suited to an endless variety of environments
— ranging from small warehouses in need of simple systems to multi-leveled warehouses requiring sophisticated
storage systems.
 
Konstant® offers:

Structural Steel Racking - selective, push back, cantilever, double deep, drive-in/thru, pallet flow, pick
modules & very narrow aisle racking
Roll-formed Racking - selective, push back, bolted pallet, cantilever, carton flow, double deep, drive-in/thru,
pallet flow, pick modules & very narrow aisle racking
Bolted Warehouse Pallet Racking - pallet flow, pushback & drive-in

     Konstant® Video     See how Kraftwerks can help

 
Intelligent Conveyor Systems

 
Engineered with complete mechanical and electrical modularity, Intelligent Packaging Systems (IPS) conveyor
modules can be added or changed quickly and easily — and they’re safe. Each is a complete unit of straights,
curves, merges, diverts, right angle transfers, inclines or declines. They can be motorized or use gravity with no
need for motor control cabinets (MCP), and with the right setup can handle loads of up to 3500 lbs.
 
These custom, proprietary materials handling products will move product efficiently through your facility, and they
are so quiet you really won't need ear protection.
 
Modules:

Straights - 2.5’, 3’, 4’, 5’, 6’, 7.5’, 8’, 9’, 10’, 12’ Independent or Electrical Slave Modules.
Curves - 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90° Modules.
Merge - 30° Degree Left hand and Right hand Divert Modules. Offered on short and long primary.
Divert - 30° Degree Left hand and Right hand Divert Modules. Offered on short and long primary.
UBT or RAT - Right-Angle-Transfer comes in variety of widths and lengths to match the straight modules.
Incline - 18° Incline modules with variety of lengths.
Decline - 18° Decline modules with variety of lengths.
Widths - 14”, 15”, 16”, 17”, 22”, 24”,28”, 30”. Other widths considered on special request.

           IPS Video         How can Kraftwerks help?

Click Here to Learn How Kraftwerks Can Help You "Go Vertical"

DID YOU KNOW that Kraftwerks could help you to effectively double your floor
space by building upward?
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